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Introduction
Data networks continue to advance at a rapid pace. This evolution drives a persistent need for more capable operational support 
models. As networks advance, so too must the way in which they are operated. The proliferation of devices, disparity of connec-
tions, and speed of change drive requirements for faster deployment, reduced risk, increased reliability, and enhanced visibility. 

It’s often said that the only constant is change, but in networking there are two constants: change and the need for accurate and 
accessible data. Regardless of whether the network is provisioned via the Command Line Interface (CLI), machine-to-machine 
APIs, or Artificial Intelligence (AI) / Machine Learning (ML) processes, there is a requirement for an ultimate source of truth, to 
provide accurate and reliable data and documentation of the intended network design and state.

This solution guide presents the case for Source of Truth as a foundational pillar of a proper network automation architecture. It 
highlights the strategy for a source of truth to power closed-loop network automation systems, commonly referred to as Intent-
Based Networking (IBN). Finally, Nautobot is introduced as an open source software platform for Source of Truth and network au-
tomation. Nautobot will play a critical role in network automation by meeting organizations where they are today, and then growing 
with them as they advance in their network automation journey.

State of the Union
Evolution of Network Automation
Network administration has come a long way since its roots in command-line configuration. That evolution has had several stops 
along the way, each with its own lessons learned. This section will explore the lessons learned along the journey from scripting to 
the AI/ML future. 
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The earliest force multiplier for network administrators was simple CLI scripting and configuration copying. With basic scripting-

and what’s often been referred to as templating (network engineers creating notepad snippets of known-good configurations), 

simple repeatable process could easily be copied from device to device, as long as those devices were similar and utilized the 

same CLI. For instance, configuration could be copied from one top-of-rack, or leaf switch to another.

Scripting was a manual process, driven by the engineer or administrator. Additionally, scripting usually lacks the added logic for 

critical decision making needed to make production level changes. This negates the ability to fluidly perform tasks such as check 

for device readiness, terminate a script if certain conditions occur, skip a task if unnecessary, or enforce specific team standards in 

a manner that is modular and that scales.

With the limitations of scripting and the proliferation of APIs on network devices, network organizations and teams started to 

explore and adopt DevOps practices by embracing Agile, increasing collaboration, and arguably most important, they started to 

dissect manual workflows and think through how processes can be optimized and automated.  This created the movement and 

approach that is NetDevOps.  Simply put, this is the application of DevOps principles, processes, and tools to the network.  NetDe-

vOps opens up the idea to look at network Infrastructure as Code (IaC). If done successfully, it offers the ability to apply the prin-

ciples of Continuous Integration / Continuous Development (CI/CD) to device configuration and change workflows. This provides 

enhanced operational speed and reduces risk of the erroneous code or changes while improving overall network reliability. The 

major gap with NetDevOps is that it is operator driven, requires new DevOps skills, and is a fairly low-level and technical approach 

to manage the network. 

The next stop is Network-as-a-Service which introduces the concept of self-service to the network. This works well by wrapping 

NetDevOps processes, workflows, and tools into the right user interface (UI) exposing services to internal and external customers.  

It’s extremely common to consume network automation through self-service portals in ServiceNow as well as chat programs such 

as Slack, Microsoft Teams, or Webex Teams.

Network-as-a-Service brings us forward significantly, but it still leaves a desire for more. Self-service portals often lack ways to vali-

date form data, and they lack a proper feedback loop. Automation tools push configuration changes, but those tools often do not 

store the changed data and do little to validate or provide feedback on the change. In general, this type of automation only solves 

one-half of the automation loop.

Intent-Based Networking (IBN) seeks to close that automation loop. Using an IBN architecture, it becomes possible to define the 

intended state that the network should operate in and to continuously verify that the network is operating as expected. The intent 

is ‘pushed’ to the network where it will be executed upon, and telemetry is then pulled or streamed to return information which is 

used to verify the original intent. This closed loop automation provides continuous verification and enables auto-remediation.

While it is still early, the industry recognizes networks will shift towards being AI/ML driven. Still in its infancy and primarily in 

commercial platforms, AI/ML is still only used for specific use-cases across wired and wireless networks from correlating video 

and wireless locality data to forming a cohesive security view of a retail floor. There is no doubt AI/ML will play a key role in more 

intelligent and closed-loop automation over the next 5-7 years. 
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Network Automation Journey
Like anything in the world of technology, there is no one-size fits all network. Around the globe today, organizations rely on differ-
ent combinations of all of the phases described and many others not yet discussed. In general, most organizations are embrac-
ing some form of network automation and orchestration that is typically aligned with NetDevOps or Network-as-a-Service. The 
leading-edge rests firmly on IBN and on creating closed-loop systems.

Having a vision that aligns to closed-loop systems, or IBN, is strong. IBN systems provide the business with responsive capabilities 
and operational speed made possible by increased reliability and security that identifies and reacts to anomalies and threats. With 
IBN, the shift moves to an event-driven system. IBN reduces operational overhead, increases operational visibility, and ties network 
policy and delivery closer together with the applications it exists to serve.

Underneath each of these models: manual, scripted, NetDevOps, as-a-service, and Intent-Based Networking lies one common chal-
lenge. That challenge is data. This comes in the form of managing knowledge and data, which is often documentation. In general, 
network documentation is extremely lacking. When it exists, it exists across multiple sources. It is rarely up-to-date and more 
rarely trusted internally. This lack of a central authority for network information such as VLANs, IP Addresses, inventory, cabling, 
etc. leads to a plethora of issues and wasted time. What is needed is a centralized network source of truth.

Automation’s Foundation – Source of Truth (SoT) 
A reliable Source of Truth (SoT) is critical at each step of the network automation journey. Having accurate and accessible network 
data is the foundational element to enable success whether an organization is moving from manual config to Network-as-a-Ser-
vice or from scripting to NetDevOps.

This makes SoT a natural starting point when embarking on a network automation journey. Deploying a centralized SoT prior to, or 
alongside a network automation project helps to ensure that at a minimum, data has a home. Because many network automation 
projects are undertaken alongside equipment refresh, modernization, or transformation initiatives, the timing is perfect.
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The SoT provides a single source of information for network and automation data. The SoT ensures network designs, standards, 
and configurations are defined in a vendor-neutral way to enable data-driven network automation at scale.  This data is what drives 
the network.

Any data can be stored within the Source of Truth including inventory, IP addresses, VLANs, VRFs, BGP ASNs, interfaces, connec-
tions, power feeds, circuits, and much more. The source of truth should be extensible for future data requirements that go well 
beyond what may be initially required “out of the box.”

The further along the automation journey one goes, the more critical the SoT becomes. Although dangerous, manual config 
operations or transactional-based automation could theoretically skip a SoT altogether. At the other extreme, closed-loop systems 
require a source of truth as a central repository for defining the network intent.

Intent-Based Networking 
To understand why IBN requires a SoT, one must first understand the concepts of intent based networks. The concept of ‘Intent’ 
has roots in Promise Theory, where intent-based systems push an ‘intent’ and assume the intent is carried out. This ‘push’ is 
known as ‘intended state’ (often in the form of configuration). Devices will then report back ‘actual state’ (often in the form of op-
erational state) which can be verified against the intent.
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One example of intended state would be configuration for a single switch. The configuration could be a small snippet or a full 
configuration. That intent would be pushed down and assumed to be carried out. This means the system providing intent does 
not need to do any verification prior to sending intent, nor is it required to wait and verify success. The device that receives intent 
is responsible for attempting to implement the intent and reporting back actual state. If the state can’t be applied, then the actual 
state will fail verification at the point of origin. This creates a closed loop automation system known as an intent loop.

The intent system requires a SoT to define intent or desired state. As actual state is reported back, it is compared against the 
intended state within the SoT. This comparison provides the detail required to know if the operating or actual state is implemented 
as documented and designed. The SoT is central to the intent loop.

At a 50,000-foot view, the SoT becomes the fulcrum on which a network automation architecture pivots. For example, the Network 
to Code Reference Network Automation Architecture is shown below.

The architecture above provides a holistic, closed-loop automation system with modularity and tool choice in mind along with 
integrating into DevOps-powered toolchains. Most notable within the architecture is the central role of the Source of Truth. It is 
the heart of the Network to Code Reference Network Automation Architecture. It becomes the authoritative source for intent. It is 
the place to define network design and configuration, the source for enabling compliance of network state, and a source of data 
enrichment for telemetry systems.
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Nautobot – Source of Truth for Automation
Background
In recent years, NetBox, an open source project, gained adoption as an IP Address Management (IPAM) and Data Center Infra-
structure Management (DCIM) platform while also serving as a Source of Truth for documenting networks and network automa-
tion solutions.  Network to Code has embraced the popular open source project, positioning and implementing it as the Source of 
Truth within many enterprise network automation systems.  Over time, after amassing extensive experience with Source of Truth 
platforms, such as NetBox, coupled with frequent collaboration with user communities and many enterprise customers on their 
evolving requirements, Network to Code concluded that the Source of Truth should evolve as well. 
The next generation of the SoT is one that is feature rich, flexible, extensible, and that serves as a platform for easily enabling 
custom automation applications to meet the needs of enterprise network operators. It is with great pleasure that we announce 
Nautobot, our next-generation Network Source of Truth and Network Automation Platform.

Overview
Nautobot is an open source software (OSS) Source of Truth and Network Automation Platform. Built on top of a fork of NetBox 
v2.10.4, Nautobot allows network organizations to streamline the way data is managed and integrated while serving as the foun-
dation to enable network automation through its flexibility, extensibility, and robust set of APIs. It is a vendor-agnostic, network-
centric Configuration Management Data Base (CMDB) that allows users to store common data constructs and models such as 
IP Addresses and VLANs. It also allows for the customization of data models, creation of new data models, and serves as an app 
platform for network automation applications that leverage the rich data stored within the source of truth database. 

While Nautobot can be used to kickstart an automation project’s migration from countless and distributed spreadsheets to a cen-
tralized Source of Truth, it also offers great flexibility and extensibility that can be leveraged to power network automation solutions. 

Nautobot is the cornerstone of any
network automation strategy.
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One example of that extensibility is Nautobot’s native integration with Git. This integration seamlessly aggregates structured data 
files with the native data already supported by Nautobot. The following graphic represents a short list of some of those native data 
models supported by Nautobot:

Nautobot Use Cases
While a wide array of use cases exists for Nautobot, the following three core use cases drive product development:

•	 Flexible	Source	of	Truth	for	Networking – is the core data storage feature set, but with maximum flexibility that allows users
 to augment existing data models, define relationships between models, and define custom business rules so only good data is
 ever added to Nautobot.
•	 Extensible	Data	Platform	for	Network	Automation – is how Nautobot powers network automation architectures by way of its
 RESTful and GraphQL APIs while also enabling the aggregation of disparate data sources and creating a unified view and API
 into that data.
•	 Platform	for	Network	Automation	Applications – re-defines how network automation applications or “apps” are built and
 deployed. Reducing development time by nearly 70%, users can create their own extensions and apps that cater to their
 unique requirements.

These three core use cases are further described below.

Flexible	Source	of	Truth	for	Networking
Nautobot is an extremely flexible and extensible SoT for networking organizations and teams. Think of the core functionality pro-
vided by Nautobot as a network-centric CMDB that is purpose-built for network teams to manage on a day-to-day basis.

Initial deployments of Nautobot usually include the migration of data sets that exist in a number of distributed spreadsheets and 
are rarely trusted within an organization. Nautobot becomes a centralized and trusted Source of Truth. It enables proper data 
hygiene and empowers users to define business rules regarding the types of data that are allowed to be stored within Nautobot. 
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Some organizations have already deployed trusted sources of data, referred to as a System of Record (SoR), that serve as an 
authoritative source for specific data types. When these trusted SoRs already exist, it is possible to integrate them with Nautobot’s 
extensibility system. This design allows Nautobot to provide a consolidated front-end interface and to serve as a Single Source of 
Truth (SSoT) by creating a source of truth aggregation layer for all data sources that exist in a given environment. 

For example, it is not uncommon to have an existing trusted System of Record for circuits and circuit contracts. If that’s the case, 
then that data can be synchronized with Nautobot to provide a holistic view of all network data in a single view.

Within the core of the platform, it is quite common to start populating device inventory, rack elevations, cabling, and IP addressing 
to get started. This provides solid network documentation for the network team. For example, rack elevations and cabling become 
critical when planning refresh and greenfield deployments. Nautobot offers a structured way to document hardware for network 
and operations teams while being the foundation to eventually drive network automation. 
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Nautobot provides change and workflow management native in the platform. This allows users to stage and review changes be-
fore committing them. These capabilities are detailed below in the Nautobot App Platform section. 

Nautobot utilizes a robust set of view controls based on permissions. Administrators have options to remove and hide what users 
see based on what information they are authorized to view.

While simply storing the data and accessing it via the native UI is the first step, simplifying access to the data further enables 
consumption and adoption of Nautobot within an organization. For example, consider deploying Nautobot’s Chatbot application 
to access data. Chatbot offers several advantages to drive collaboration and more efficient troubleshooting. See the Nautobot 
Applications section for more details.
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Extensible	Data	Platform	for	Network	Automation	
The lack of availability of network data is a critical challenge in network automation. The primary reason most organizations find 
network automation to be challenging is due to a lack of data management and a failure to embrace a Source of Truth-first strategy. 

Availability of network data is critical to drive network policy and configuration. One tell-tale sign that availability is missing is when 
engineers have to login to the actual network device to retrieve its configuration rather than trusting existing data sources and 
documentation. This scenario is the opposite of intent-based networks because only the actual configured state is retrieved – but 
where was the intended state retrieved for comparison? A far better solution is to hold a trusted intended state within Nautobot 
and then compare its data with the actual state as retrieved from the device. 

ChatOps
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Automate network systems and devices
Add your own chat commands

Access network data and
perform common tasks from chat

Network Automation Journey

Spreadsheets and
Disparate Tools

Intended State
Data

Documentation
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Any Tool
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As an extensible data platform, Nautobot is much more than visual documentation. Nautobot has integrations and extensibility 
to aggregate disparate data sources and streamline the consumption of data across them. Nautobot offers robust platform APIs 
including a traditional RESTful (HTTP) API, webhooks that may be triggered when any object changes within the system, and 
GraphQL—a modern approach to APIs that integrate traditional HTTP APIs and database queries. GraphQL allows users to selec-
tively query exactly what is needed from the system within a single API call.

Nautobot ships with standard data models to get new users started quickly. When additional data types are needed, it is possible 
to build custom native models or to use Git-stored YAML files which are dynamically rendered in Nautobot as structured data. With 
this integration, it is possible to query Nautobot’s REST and GraphQL APIs that aggregate native data and YAML data for a given 
region, site, or device. This works well for static data such as NTP, SNMP, AAA, and other global services across the network.

Beyond what the platform offers natively, there are additional NetDevOps integrations such as an Ansible collection of modules to 
perform CRUD operations and dynamic inventory and a separate dynamic inventory that is purpose-built for use with Nornir. 

Platform	for	Network	Automation	Applications
The third and final core Nautobot use case is to provide a platform for network automation applications. As a single Source of 
Truth, Nautobot is strategically positioned to provide the foundation of a closed-loop network automation system. As such, it must 
be extensible and customizable for functionality unique to a given environment. 

The Nautobot App Platform provides an architecture from which network automation applications can be built. Nautobot Apps are 
flexible and customized additions that can be as lightweight or solution centric as needed.  This enables users to easily add new UI 
elements or panels to customize existing web pages in Nautobot, and allows for the creation of custom APIs and data models too. 
Beyond basic extensions, apps can be more robust.  An app could integrate with circuit databases or a ServiceNow CMDB. An app 
can provide full-fledged network automation to tackle problems such as backups, OS upgrades, or firewall management.  Leverag-
ing Nautobot for creating custom apps instead of building a net new internal framework or dedicated app saves on average 65-
75% cost and effort, not to mention the additional resources required to maintain a pure custom application framework.  

OS Upgrades Backups Compliance Your App

Network Automation Apps

Nautobot Python API

UI Elements API Data Models

Lightweigth Extensions

App N
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Nautobot Architecture
At its core, Nautobot is a Source of Truth platform with an extensible plugin system that enables it to serve as a network auto-
mation platform.  It’s worth understanding the key components that comprise Nautobot from a more technical and engineering 
vantage point. The core architectural components of the Nautobot platform are described below.

Linux
Nautobot commonly runs as a Linux application, either natively or within a set of Docker containers. It could alternatively run as a 
cloud-native application.

Python
Nautobot is implemented in the Python 3 programming language, which provides memory management, exception handling, 
object orientation, and many other built-in features. Versions 3.6 and later are supported.

Django
The Django web framework acts as the “glue” between all of the other architectural components. It provides consistent APIs for 
the HTTP server to interact with the Python application code, and for the Python code to talk to Redis and the database.

Redis
Redis provides features for data caching and task queueing, improving the application performance in the first case and enabling 
the execution of long-running background tasks (jobs, cross-system data synchronization, etc.) in the second case.

SQL	Database 
An object-relational SQL database underlying the application provides for reliable, high-performing data storage and access. Post-
greSQL is currently supported, with support for MySQL on the near-term roadmap.

WSGI	middleware
This middleware layer uses uWSGI or Gunicorn between the HTTP server and the Django web framework to provide features such 
as load balancing and multiprocessing.

HTTP	Server
The HTTP server uses Apache or NGINX to provides an HTTP(S) socket for access to the application by users (to the Nautobot 
web UI) and automated processes (to the REST and GraphQL APIs).

LDAP	and/or	SSO	
As an optional component, users can integrate with LDAP/SSO systems. By default, Nautobot uses Django’s built-in user manage-
ment and authentication system. It can optionally offload user management and authentication operations to an existing remote 
system via LDAP or single sign on (SSO).
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Network Automation with Nautobot
Nautobot’s critical role in network automation architectures is enabled by the first two use cases covered previously including Flex-
ible Source of Truth for Networking and Extensible Data Platform for Network Automation. 

At the heart of enabling network automation, Nautobot has a robust set of platform APIs. It offers RESTful (HTTP) APIs, webhooks, 
a GraphQL Query engine, and native git integration to seamlessly integrate with existing YAML data files to create an aggregate 
view into the source of truth.

This section will describe these features and more that Nautobot brings to bear for those environments focused on delivering 
network automation solutions.

REST APIs
Nautobot provides a standard REST API complete with create, read, update, and delete (CRUD) operations. This is a traditional set 
of programmatic APIs to manage Nautobot using machine to machine APIs.  The REST API can be leveraged to perform queries, 
but also update inventory, interfaces, cabling, and manage any other piece of data that is stored in Nautobot.  

This API is further extensible via the plugin system allowing users to create their own custom APIs via lightweight extensions or apps.

GraphQL
Nautobot utilizes GraphQL to provide powerful read-only query capabilities. GraphQL is commonly thought of as a hybrid between 
database query language and REST API. It utilizes a defined query language along with a defined format for data requests and 
receipt. This allows a client to request filtered data from a structured data source with well-defined schema. This makes SoT data 
extremely accessible in simplified API calls.  For example, with a single API call, it’s possible to query for all data on a given device 
or all devices, as opposed to using numerous queries using the standard REST APIs.  What may take 10-12 REST API calls can 
now be performed in a single GraphQL query.
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Nautobot’s GraphQL implementation includes a built-in, interactive, graphical GraphQL client called GraphiQL. This client allows the 
GraphQL API to be explored and used natively on the system.

There is also a REST API endpoint that allows users to execute a GraphQL query programmatically.

Webhooks
Nautobot supports event-driven webhooks. This is when Nautobot itself makes an outbound HTTP API call to a specified endpoint.  
Based on nearly any create, update, or delete operation in Nautobot, an outbound webhook can be generated and sent to any sys-
tem.  This is used for alerts, middleware that integrates with ticketing systems, and executing jobs in orchestration systems.

Data Source (Git) Integration
Implementation of Git as a data source offers users an option to integrate into a more traditional NetDevOps pipeline for managing 
Python modules, Jinja templates, and YAML/JSON data. There are several use cases that require users to either manage Python 
modules on the filesystem or use Jinja2 templates within the Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
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With this new feature, users can add a Git repository from the UI, then synchronize the contents of repository into Nautobot on 
demand.  This allows users to more easily update and manage:

•	 Jobs - store Python modules that define on-demand executable Jobs (formerly known as Reports and Custom Scripts) 
•	 Export	Templates	- store Jinja templates used to format data exported from Nautobot in a Git repository
•	 Config	Contexts - store YAML/JSON data used within a config context in a Git repository
•	 Arbitrary	Files - used by custom plugins and apps

Not only does this integration and feature simplify management of these features in the UI, it offers users the ability to use Git 
workflows for the management of the jobs, templates, and data ensuring there has been proper review and approvals before up-
dating them on the system.
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Data Validation
Embedded data validation helps ensure the hygiene of SoT data. Nautobot provides for straightforward extension of data valida-
tion rules via plugins. This makes it possible to codify organizational standards.  Using a data validation plugin, organizations can 
ensure all data stored in Nautobot meets defined standards, e.g., enforce device naming standards, ensure certain prefixes are 
never used, ensure VLANs always have a name, ensure interfaces always have a description, and the list goes on.  The ability to 
ensure high quality of data becomes much more streamlined--human process, standards, and constraints are now embedded in 
Nautobot and there is no more need to actively run reports to check data quality.

For basic Regex rules, they can even be configured in the UI using the Nautobot validation extension:
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Custom Fields
There are no one-size fits all solutions in network automation. Nautobot provides for the extension of its data models with custom 
metadata called custom fields. These fields allow the assignment of specific metadata to any object within Nautobot. The follow 
screen shot showcases custom fields for interfaces:

User-Defined Relationships
One of the most powerful Nautobot features is the ability to define relationships between any group of objects. It is possible to cre-
ate relationships that best suit the needs of any specific network design. These relationships can be defined as 1-to-1, 1-to-many, 
or many-to-many. This allows for business or network design-oriented relationships. These relationships can also be queried from 
REST and GraphQL APIs.

Nautobot provides a baseline set of opinionated data models and relationships.  For example, a VLAN is mapped to a site, by 
default.  After a VLAN is created, it’s then assigned to an interface on a device. This device should be within the initial mapped 
site.  However, many networks have different requirements and relationships for VLANs (and many other models).  VLANs may be 
limited to racks in Layer 3 DC fabrics; VLANs may be mapped to multiple buildings in a campus; they may span sites.  Using Nau-
tobot, it is possible to define and use additional data relationships to match an organization’s VLAN requirements.  Other use cases 
include circuits, ASNs, IP addressing just to name a few allowing users to define the exact relationships required for their network. 
The depicts the result of a one-to-one relationship of Site to Device.
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Multi-Database Support
Post	Launch	Release: To fully embrace the dynamic needs of IT departments, Nautobot must continue to extend its integrations 
to widely adopted data sources and tools. As such, MySQL support is a planned addition to the existing PostgreSQL support. This 
will empower users to choose either PostgreSQL or MySQL for their Nautobot deployment.

Change Management
Post	Launch	Release: Change-management integration is critical to reduce risk and ensure a smooth operational model. To sim-
plify change-management integration a Nautobot app is being developed and is reviewed more in the Nautobot Extensions & App 
section above.

Custom Links
Nautobot permits users to easily access the right tool or data directly from a selected location within the Nautobot GUI.
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Jobs

Jobs allow users to embrace native Python to easily execute scripts or any Python code from the Nautobot GUI. The Python code 

generates web forms and eliminates the need for custom GUI development. It’s quite common to use Jobs for populating data us-

ing organizational standards or validating data and generating reports. For example, if network designs are standard, then it’s not 

uncommon to have “t-shirt size” designs such as a Small, Medium, and Large site where each site has pre-defined device types, 

VLANs, IPs, etc. The custom form would allow users to select Small, Medium, or Large site (if it is a greenfield site deployment) 

and provide any other required inputs. Once the Submit button is pressed, all relevant Source of Truth data would be populated 

automatically in just a few seconds.

Export Templates

Nautobot uses Jinja2 templates to format data exported from Nautobot for reporting purposes or for other systems to consume.  

These templates can be defined via the GUI or REST API, or Nautobot can dynamically load Jinja2 templates into export templates 

from a Git repository, when it is used as a data source. The example below shows an export of hostname and site data as a CSV file.
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Customizable Statuses
Differing operations rely on different nomenclature for the status of elements in a given automation pipeline. While Nautobot has 
default status values, it also provides full customization of status names. This empowers teams to dynamically control status 
within an automation workflow to better represent the status of a given device or object at any point in time. One example of cus-
tom statuses is using contextual statuses for a device during an automation workflow.

New statuses could be defined such as “upgrading” or “rebooting” and if devices were actively being automated, the status could 
be checked by an automated process via the API to determine the right sequence of steps or actions to take, e.g., wait for device, 
skip device, etc.

NetDevOps Ecosystem
Nautobot has the flexibility to be integrated to any tool or platform.  Our goal is to provide integrations to common automation 
platforms in order to make SoT data easily accessible and lower the barrier to start using Nautobot in any network automation 
solution. Some of these integrations include an Ansible collection that is comprised of modules to perform CRUD operations and 
dynamic inventory and a separate dynamic inventory purpose built for use with Nornir.
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Nautobot App Platform 
Think about a smart phone; at its core, it’s a phone.  However, it is also a platform for high-value apps to enhance productivity, 
socialize, communicate, and perform nearly any other task an app is created for. Let’s compare this to Nautobot.  At its core, Nau-
tobot is a Source of Truth.  However, the App Platform functionality it offers allows user to create high-value apps and solutions 
that use the rich data stored in the platform. These can range from executing workflows such as performing network backups, per-
forming configuration compliance, executing OS upgrades to building custom services and models required for the business.  The 
App Platform is enabled by the extensible plugin system.

Nautobot Plugin System
The Nautobot plugin system enables lightweight extensions and full-fledged apps.  The plugin system’s foundation is provided 
through a Python API giving tight control and access to the data, APIs, and UI elements already in the system.  The following is a 
summary of what can be accomplished within plugins:

• Extend the Nautobot database by adding new models, for example:
 - EVPN/VXLAN
 - BGP Sessions
 - Firewall policy
 - Load Balancers
 - Custom device type or feature
• Access and leverage the full Django ORM
• Extend the GraphQL schema
• Store any desired information in the Nautobot database
• Create new UI pages
• Extend an existing UI view
 - Insert panels or buttons into existing views
 - Add simple buttons or button groups
• Create new API end-points
• Access all platform features including, Git integration, RBAC, Caching, Asynchronous tasks, and authentication that were
 previously described in Nautobot Components
• Add data validators
• Manage and create Jobs (scripts and reports)
• Install Django applications

Nautobot	App	Platform	Benefits
As a platform for implementing extensions and apps, Nautobot provides a number of highly useful features. Taking advantages of 
these benefits are what reduces the time to develop custom extensions and apps by 65-75%.

User Management and Authentication
Extensions and apps can leverage Nautobot’s existing user management and authentication capabilities to control access. 
Whether Nautobot is using Django’s native user framework, or is integrated with external authentication providers such as LDAP, 
Active Directory, SAML, OAuth2/OIDC, etc., is abstracted away from the extension or app via a standard set of APIs. 

Object Permissions RBAC
Nautobot administrators can define specific permission constraints for individual users and groups. The constraints are based on the 
attributes of the data in Nautobot. This allows for dynamic and static mappings, and the ability to traverse relationships. For example, 
one could restrict view access to devices that belong to a specific Site or Region. Apps can make use of this framework both to ap-
propriately limit user access to existing SoT data models, and also to provide similar access controls for the app’s own data models.
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Full Access to SoT via ORM
Apps and extensions have direct programmatic access to the entire Nautobot data model and data store by way of the Django ob-
ject/relational mapping (ORM) APIs. These direct-access APIs are generally higher-performing and more feature-rich (for advanced 
database queries, etc.) than remote-access via the web UI, REST API, or GraphQL API.

The “nbshell” Management Command
Implemented as a Django management command, this tool provides access to an interactive Python shell with the Nautobot data 
model pre-loaded into memory. This allows for exploration of the data model and database contents, which can assist with rapid 
prototyping and development of extensions and apps.

Jobs
Apps and extensions can easily include their own Jobs for on-demand execution, which will automatically be made available by 
Nautobot when the app is installed and enabled. 

Seamless UI and API integration
Apps and extensions can integrate seamlessly with Nautobot’s existing UI and API in many ways, including adding items to the 
navigation menu, adding content to existing UI pages, providing entirely new UI pages and REST API endpoints, and so forth.
In the near future, there are plans to standardize and expose much of Nautobot’s internal generalized UI code and content tem-
plates for developers of apps/extensions to take advantage of for faster, easier, more internally consistent implementation of UI 
pages and elements.

Change Logging
Apps and extensions that access and modify existing SoT data models via the appropriate programmatic APIs will automatically 
generate Nautobot change log records, just as if the models had been modified by a user or via the REST API. Additionally, apps can 
opt-in their own data models into the Nautobot change logging framework so that their modification history will also be tracked.

Caching
Data queries are cached so frequent re-queries for the same data take less time to process. This is true across the entire applica-
tion (Web UI, REST API, GraphQL, etc.). Caching is implemented via a Redis in-memory data store. Additional UI and APIs provided 
by an extension or app will automatically benefit from caching without requiring any extra code.

Asynchronous tasks (worker)
Nautobot uses Redis and the django-rq Python library to provide a simple API for queueing and executing background tasks, such 
as long-running processes that shouldn’t be permitted to delay the UI or API while they are executing. Additionally, Nautobot pro-
vides a generic “JobResult” data model that background tasks can use to log status messages and report outcomes back to the 
user. Apps and extensions can easily make use of both of these features.

Extensible Git Integration
Apps and extensions can subscribe for notifications when a Git repository is created, deleted, or refreshed by Nautobot. This al-
lows developers to easily integrate additional data types into the existing Git functionality.
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Nautobot Extensions & Apps
As described above, the plugin system enables extensions and apps.  Keep in mind that extensions infer it is a lighter weight plugin 
that is an addition of a model or even something basic as adding a button or new UI panel to an existing page in Nautobot.  Apps, 
on the other hand, usually provided more application and business logic.  The following is a list of Network to Code extensions and 
apps that have been built for Nautobot already.

ChatOps
The Nautobot ChatOps app is a multi-platform chatbot for network operations and engineering teams.  It is built to seamlessly 
work across Slack, MS Teams, Webex teams, and Mattermost. 

The initial app is purely to make it easy to get data out of Nautobot.  It allows users to “chat with Nautobot” checking to see inven-
tory, rack capacity, interface connections, or which circuits are at a given site just to name a few of the built-in commands.  The 
app is extensible enough to add more chat platforms in the future as well as more chat commands to communicate with any 
other IT system or device type.  NTC will release more chat apps in the future that communicate with systems such as Ansible and 
Grafana--those apps use the chatbot framework in this app as a dependency. The app is also extensible allowing users to imple-
ment their own chat commands. Available at launch.

Golden	Configuration	(GC)
The golden configuration app is designed to let users know how compliant their network is and if their golden configurations that 
are generated from the rich data already stored in Nautobot are being implemented properly across the network.  The GC app 
has three inputs including a git repository that has configuration backups, a git repository that has Jinja templates that define the 
golden configuration, and a set of rules to define what compliance is for each environment.  
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GC is able to generate network configuration files using its local data and Jinja templates and then compare the rendered configu-
ration with the backup configuration to determine the compliance of each device and feature. Optionally, GC can perform auto-
mated backups with Nornir if there isn’t an existing repository that already has them in the user’s environment.  While the goal of 
GC is to perform compliance in a sane and visually compelling manner, it is possible to use the automated backup feature and/or 
the configuration generation feature independently and without actually performing compliance. 

Device	Onboarding
This app simplifies onboarding of new devices into Nautobot. With no more than an IP Address and site it automatically discovers 
key data on the device and adds the device to Nautobot. Available at launch in a preview state.

Capacity	Metrics
The Capacity Metrics extension exposes key data stored in Nautobot as Prometheus HTTP endpoints so the data can be easily 
scraped, collected, stored, and visualized.  Capacity Metrics exposes metrics and meta data for devices, IP addresses, VLANs, pre-
fixes, interfaces, racks, and anything else that makes sense to track.  Exposing this data and visualizing it in a tool such as Grafana 
will allow users to track growth, trends, interface capacity, site and rack utilization and capacity, IP consumption just to name a few 
of the common use cases. Available at Launch.

Change	Management
This app simplifies change management processes for managing data within Nautobot. The app provides the ability to stage, diff, 
and approve changes before committing them to the SoT database. Release date Q3 2021.

Upcoming	Apps
There are many more apps planned for the future and Network to Code can use community support to get them going at a more 
rapid pace.  Some of these include Ansible runners, command runner using Nornir, network visualizations, and firewall manage-
ment, just to name a few.  

Golden Configuration

J2 cfg

Configuration Compliance - jcy-bb-01.infra.ntc.
Services

services timestamps debug datetime msec

services timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
service call-home

TACACS

Status Non-Compliant

Compliant

Intended Configuration

Status

Intended Configuration

Actual Configuration

Integrated Automation

Network Devices

Backups
Jinja Templates
Intended Configs

Store and version backups

Retrieve backups

Build intended configuration
compare intended vs. actual
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Conclusion
Nautobot is a flexible and extensible next-generation Source of Truth for networking.  Whether a network team is just getting 
started on their network automation journey documenting their existing data sources, or if they are further along trying to solve 
how to manage data more holistically across disparate data systems, Nautobot has the capability and extensibility to be the foun-
dation to power network automation. Nautobot does this by not only being as a Single Source of Truth, but also as an application 
delivery platform. The Nautobot App Platform reduces the time to develop network automation applications by approx. 70% and 
allows organizations to take immediate advantage of existing apps such as Golden Configuration, ChatOps, Capacity Metrics, and 
many others that will come in the future.

Resources
Explore Nautobot with the following resources.

GitHub https://github.com/nautobot/nautobot
Nautobot Projects & Apps https://github.com/nautobot
Slack: #nautobot slack.networktocode.com
Docs https://nautobot.readthedocs.io
Website https://www.networktocode.com/nautobot
Roadmap https://www.networktocode.com/nautobot/roadmap
Nautobot Sandbox https://demo.nautobot.com

See project README on GitHub for more details using the sandbox environments.

http://slack.networktocode.com/



